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Abstract 
 

Learning in higher education is now performed across several dimensions, for example: 

face-to-face in the classroom or practical sessions; engaging with reusable learning 

objects; online distance learning and virtual learning environments, all represent significant 

‘places’ of learning. With the advent of technology, the incorporation of multimedia 

resources to complement lecture theory/practical applications is increasingly evident in 

modules and programmes. However, with these advances come excessive supplementary 

digital resources that are available to students, often across multiple platforms. The 

resources can become separated from relevant lecture notes and this disconnection 

represents a potential block to learning. Augmented Reality (AR) addresses this concern. 

Through activation via a ‘trigger’ image placed in a printed handout, students can engage 

with specific multimedia content in real-time, and more importantly at the appropriate part 

of their course. Examples of these multimedia resources are pre-existing online, or 

customised electronic sketch, videos. Each can be made available for repeat viewings at a 

later stage, empowering students and benefiting self-paced learning and revision. Here, 

the role and benefit of AR in empowering students with regard to their learning and the 

steps needed to introduce AR are discussed. 

 

Keywords: Technology Enhanced Learning; augmented reality; reusable learning object; 

aurasma; quick response code. 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Complementing lectures, today’s students are often provided with course 

material/resources on virtual learning environments (VLEs) (Demian and Morrice, 2012). 

VLE’s allow immediate mobile access to view and print online content, in addition to other 
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features. However in our digital era, this can have limitations - students may become 

overwhelmed with large numbers of digital resources and references in VLEs, finding them 

difficult to handle (Gordon, 2014). With excessive circulation of hyperlinks, online 

resources residing in multiple locations on top of handwritten lecture notes, students have 

to spend time locating specific resources and linking them to relevant sections of lecture 

handouts. Hence it may be difficult for students to find relevant material for learning when 

they are studying or revising a particular topic - when they need it most. Essentially, 

learning materials can become separated from each other, with deep learning potentially 

impacted. To avoid such scenarios, educators should consider the processes they use, 

consistency across these methods and tools to simplify how students will access this 

material when needed.  

 

 

Supporting learning with technology 
 

There are numerous reports outlining the importance of technology to enrich the teaching 

and learning experience while supporting personalised learning (Kihlén and Waligorski, 

2003; Brouwer and McDonnell, 2009; Mayer et al., 2009; Dunne and Ryan, 2012; Boylan, 

2014; EU Commission, 2014; Bright et al., 2015; National Forum for the Enhancement of 

Teaching and Learning in Higher Education, 2015; Y1Feedback, 2016). Digital 

applications have the power to engage and motivate learners, assess knowledge and 

understanding, provide feedback in different formats and provide instant access to a world 

of accessible theory (Dervan, 2014; Y1Feedback, 2016). However, it is important 

technology is viewed as a means to encourage or support learning and have an impact, 

rather than be included to add ‘bells and whistles’ to a module (Light et al., 2009).  

 

Multimedia/video access 

As part of face-to-face lectures, in addition to providing lecture handouts, educators 

regularly utilise multimedia technology resources to support or enable learning. The use of 

video in particular has the power to grab students’ attention and motivate learning 

(Whatley & Ahmad, 2007; Chua et al., 2015). Learners regularly refer to instructional 

videos online for demonstrations and procedural guidance (Chan, 2010). Many educators 

identify online video resources to assist their teaching, while others create their own 

customised videos with robust effect (Dunne et al., 2015). In most cases, educators 

provide post-lecture access to multimedia objects via VLEs or e-mail circulation of 
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hyperlinks. The intention is to allow self-paced learning to occur via electronic devices. 

There is a limitation to this approach; if each module educator circulates 10 hyperlinks to 

multimedia video clips over the course of their module, and the student has 4 modules, 

this amounts to 40 hyperlinks. Some may reside on a YouTube channel, some circulated 

as hyperlinks via e-mail or social media and others uploaded to a VLE. For a student to 

have the ability to search and easily retrieve specific information online when needed can 

be challenging and we have to consider this limitation and identify a solution. When a 

student is reviewing a particular topic prior to an exam, a large-scale search operation has 

to take place. The students have class handouts and their handwritten notes in front of 

them yet have to search through multiple online locations for the relevant digital resource 

complementing the topic of interest. In the case of hyperlinks, they don’t contain many 

identifiable clues in their addresses. While there are beneficial avenues for learners and 

educators to manage increasing number of hyperlinks, for example ‘Diigo’ (Diigo, 2017) 

which allows you to keyword label/tag and subsequently search bookmarks in your 

account (Glynn, 2016), these still fail to directly link the digital content to the relevant 

paper-based handouts/notes. Hence, educators need to consider this issue and implement 

solutions – one of which could involve augmented reality (AR) technology. 

 

 

Engaging with augmented reality (AR) 
 

AR combines virtual and real-world entities allowing them to interact in real time (Azuma 

1997; Garrett et al., 2015). In using AR, virtual objects such as computer graphics can be 

superimposed or overlaid on real-life ‘triggers’ (Lukosch et al., 2015). With AR technology, 

any one-dimensional object can be brought to life, with a new dimension being added, 

providing its role in student learning with significant potential. While AR adds a new 

dimension to many walks of life, in education it can provide support and opportunities for 

communication, learning and understanding (Atherton et al., 2013; Enyedy et al., 2015; 

Pauly et al., 2015; McMahon et al., 2016). 

 

Implementing AR technology 

As mentioned above, in this digital age, there can be concerns around providing students 

with large numbers of digital resources/hyperlinks to assist their understanding across 

programmes. What students critically need is the opportunity to access appropriate video 

resources at the appropriate time – this is crucial for enabling learning and understanding, 
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facilitating assimilation and synthesis of information. This streamlining process can 

maintain attention, improve understanding and reduce time spent trawling through: 

hyperlinks; VLE pages; YouTube channels and e-mail inboxes. The integration of AR 

technology, using apps such as Aurasma (Aurasma, 2017), can help achieve this goal. 

Aurasma is a freely available app that can be installed on any smartphone. Users can set 

up a free account online and ‘follow’ various contributors. The app uses its camera 

function to scan triggers, referred to as ‘Auras’ (these are images selected and provided by 

the educator). Once the camera/scanner identifies an ‘aura’ trigger, the appropriate video 

will play within the app, appearing to ‘float’ above the image being scanned. This is 

incredibly powerful, as students can access relevant videos for specific topics at the 

correct time – all directly from their handout or lecture notes. It represents a method for 

adding structure/organisation of electronic resources. Here, the learner can reap the true 

intended benefit of the educator including the technology in their teaching and synthesise 

the information. Customised videos, or online resources can be linked to via the Aurasma 

App and this can enrich the learning potential of any printed handout. 

 

I introduced AR with undergraduate science students to enrich the teaching and learning 

of complex scientific processes. Eight videos were recorded (Figure 1 details the technical 

approaches required for any educator wishing to implement a similar approach with 

customised sketch videos). These reusable learning objects were comprised primarily of 

customised electronic sketches recorded on an iPad Pro. From a student viewpoint, the 

immediate availability of multimedia resources during and after lectures, complementing 

and enhancing understanding was a welcome addition. During exam preparations, the 

easily accessed videos represented an ideal revision tool. Correct positioning of the 

‘trigger’ image at the appropriate position in lecture notes empowered the student, allowing 

viewing of complementary multimedia resources in the right context, essentially bringing 

the handouts ‘to life’ and fulfilling deeper understanding. 
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Figure 1. A technical overview of the implementation process of AR for customised 

videos. 

 

 

 

Certain apps are required to:  

 Record and edit your video (Explain Everything). 

 Upload and store your final video file (Dropbox). 

 Set up the trigger image/video (Aurasma). 

 

 

Download the free 'Aurasma', 'Explain Everything' and 'Dropbox' Apps to an iPad Pro 
tablet device & set up accounts online where appropriate.

Use 'Explain Everything' app on an iPad Pro with an Apple Pencil to record a customised 
electronic sketch video (or identify a hyperlink to an appropriate online resource). If a 
customised video has been created, export the video as an .mp4 file to your dropbox 

account.

Identify or draw an image that will be used as a 'trigger' image in the lecture handout to 
activate the playing of the video.

Upload the recorded .mp4 video file and corresponding 'trigger' image to your Aurasma 
account and ensure the video is set to public (rather than private) to allow others to use.

Pilot videos/technology with a sample student group to identify any concerns or areas of 
improvements so enhancements can occur in future videos.

Invite students to download the free aurasma app, set up a user account and 'follow' your 
account (note they must follow your account to see your videos).

Provide students with print out of 'trigger' images (or label on slide handouts provided as 
a trigger image)

Students will now be able to activate playing of the video using the 'trigger' image.
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To experience AR, simply download the free ‘Aurasma’ app on a smartphone, set up a 

free account, follow the account named ‘ronanbree’ and scan over the image in Figure 2 

(shown below) with the app’s camera facility. The appropriate video can then be seen on 

the smartphone screen. (The video describes the events that occur during the scientific 

process of DNA replication). 

 

Figure 2. Engaging with augmented reality using Aurasma. 

 

 

 

 

Lecturer experience/viewpoint  

From my point of view, the Aurasma software was extremely user-friendly. Incorporating 

the use of an Apple iPad Pro and Apple Pencil allowed me to create customised, bespoke 

electronic sketch videos. These bespoke videos gave me editorial control of content, 

aligned to the focus of key topics covered in my lectures. For anyone considering 

Aurasma, some key aspects to consider before getting started would be the orientation of 

the video (portrait vs. landscape), the quality of the sound playback, the length of the video 

and the use of customised bespoke sketches versus professionally recorded online 

resources. As mentioned in Figure 1, I would recommend firstly engaging with a sample 

learner group to obtain feedback on their viewing/format/preferences. My current goal is to 

generate and include a wider selection of videos and triggers in lecture handouts, allowing 

further video viewing alongside relevant course content. Another recommendation for 

educators is to upload any completed videos to a YouTube channel playlist in parallel. This 

will avoid any frustration for students with an incompatible mobile device (Garrett et al., 

2015).  
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One limitation encountered was the requirement for students to set up accounts and follow 

the educator’s account. While this can be bypassed by a “significant software investment” 

for a ‘universal aura’, the software providers say this feature is designed for “major 

campaigns with large exposure” (Aurasma, 2017). However, there are alternatives I am 

piloting now that possess many of the advantages to the AR approach mentioned above. 

Implementing Quick Response (QR) codes in lecture handouts will allow students to use 

free smartphone apps to scan the square shaped barcode, and be ‘brought’ to the 

corresponding website/YouTube video with the information of interest (for an example of 

this, download a QR scanning app to your smartphone and scan the QR code in Figure 3 

to view a learning and teaching animation video created by the author). 

 

Figure 3. Using QR barcodes to bring learners to specific online content. 

 

With the introduction of any technology-based approach, another limitation can be the 

need for expensive equipment. A solution to this is often the use of a smartphone for video 

capture and editing. The initial investment of time represents the most significant limitation; 

needed for planning, recording/editing content before uploading and piloting same. In my 

opinion, the payoff for the investment of time and resource from an educator perspective 

reaps its reward by enriching learning, helping students access content efficiently, 

improving understanding and offering hands-on demonstrations of skills, techniques or 

procedures. AR will be part of our future – now is the time to embrace it in our learning 

environments. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The days of spending an entire lecture transcribing notes from an overhead are well and 

truly behind us. In a digital era, students are living in a world of expanding volumes of 

information. With material spread across numerous sources, retrieval is resource intensive 

for students and may confuse, preventing important resources from being located, 

hampering learning. The structured integration of AR allows students to engage with 
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appropriate multimedia efficiently in handouts in class, or at a later stage. This approach 

allows student self-paced learning to occur, while providing an easy way to access the 

multimedia resource. AR technology can allow us to trigger instructional videos on pieces 

of equipment, additional information on background theory or links to practical/clinical skills 

videos etc. In summary, the introduction of AR in education environments is worth 

considering, and represents a student-friendly technology intervention that can assist in 

developing learning and understanding in this new digital era.  
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